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A B S T R A C T   

Irrigation is the most significant consumer of freshwater worldwide. Deciding on the right amount of irrigation is 
crucial for sustainable water management and food production. The Penman-Monteith (P-M) reference crop 
evapotranspiration (ETO) is the gold standard in irrigation management and scheduling; however, its calculation 
requires measurements from multiple sensors over an extended reference grass surface. The cost of land, sensors, 
maintenance, and water to keep the grass surface green impedes having a dense network of ETO stations. To solve 
this challenge, this research aims to develop an input-limited ETO estimation approach based on historical 
weather data and machine learning (ML) algorithms to relax the need for a reference grass surface. This 
approach, called "SolarET," takes solar radiation (RS) data as its sole input. RS is the only meteorological driving 
factor of ETO that does not rely on the measuring surface. To test the generalizability of SolarET, we test its 
performance over unseen arbitrary locations across California. California is chosen as the case study since it is 
one of the world’s most hydrologically altered and agriculturally productive regions. In total, 19,088,736 hourly 
data samples from 131 automated weather stations have been used in this study. The ML models have been 
trained over 114 stations and tested over 17 unseen stations, each representing a California climatic zone. Our 
findings point to the superiority of decision tree-based algorithms versus neural networks. SolarET works best in 
irrigation-oriented regions of California (e.g., Central Valley) and is less accurate in coastal and desert zones. Our 
results demonstrate the higher accuracy of SolarET using hourly (RMSE = 0.93 mm/day) and daily (RMSE =
0.97 mm/day) RS data in comparison to well-known empirical alternatives like Priestley-Taylor (PT) (RMSE =
1.35 mm/day) and Hargreaves-Samani (HS) (RMSE = 2.69 mm/day).   

1. Introduction 

Irrigation is considered the most significant anthropogenic alterna-
tion to the natural hydrological cycle, accounting for about 70% of the 
global freshwater withdrawal (Siebert et al., 2010; Foley et al., 2011; 
Zhang et al., 2022). Population growth and economic development 
require increasing food production in the future, and expanding sus-
tainable irrigation is essential to satisfy this burgeoning demand 
(Schmitt et al., 2022; Karimzadeh et al., 2024). Reference evapotrans-
piration (ETO) is a decisive factor for water resources management in 
weekly and monthly resolutions and for irrigation scheduling in daily 
intervals. A common approach for irrigation management is to adjust 
the daily ETO with crop- and growth stage-specific coefficients to 
determine the potential crop evapotranspiration (ETC) (Ji et al., 2017; 

Fernández, 2023). Under the hypothesis that the crop is fully irrigated 
and without any growth-limiting factors (biotic and abiotic factors), the 
volume of water lost by the crop should be topped up with irrigation 
water (Haghverdi et al., 2021). Anything more than this "correct 
amount" (non-consumptive water use) is considered unproductive as it 
will be lost by evaporation, runoff, or deep percolation, while anything 
less than this amount will develop water stress and potentially yield loss. 
Therefore, a realistic estimate of daily ETO is essential for sustainable 
water management and food production. 

The FAO 56 Penman-Monteith (P-M) equation is the gold standard of 
ETO calculation (Penman, 1948; Monteith, 1965; Allen et al., 1998). 
Compared to other empirical or semi-empirical equations, P-M is a 
physical-based equation that combines energy balance and mass transfer 
method and considers aerodynamic and surface resistance factors to 
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calculate the evapotranspiration rate over a standardized cropped sur-
face (Allen et al., 1998). Therefore, P-M requires a complete weather 
station (several sensors for measuring multiple parameters) to be 
installed over an extended reference grass surface to achieve reliable 
results. This surface should be homogeneously extended towards 
different directions (enough fetch) to satisfy the heat and vapor advec-
tion assumptions. Moreover, the grass should be well-watered to avoid 
any water stress. Meeting these conditions is troubling, especially where 
labor for maintenance is scarce or expensive, and land and water re-
sources are limited, which is very common in agriculturally productive 
regions. Utilizing fertile land and scarce water and labor resources for 
weather stations is not appealing to growers and stakeholders. The other 
problem is the number of stations required for irrigation management. 
Due to the diversity of micro-climates in croplands, only a dense 
network of stations is practically helpful for irrigation management. 

To address the abovementioned challenges, this research aims to 
develop an ETO estimation approach that relaxes the need for a reference 
surface. ETO has four meteorological driving factors: solar radiation, air 
temperature, air humidity, and wind speed (Ahmadi et al., 2022). From 
these factors, solar radiation (Rs) is the only one that does not rely on 
surface characteristics, as it is a function of incoming solar energy only. 
Therefore, our approach called "SolarET" uses RS, which is measured 
with only one sensor (i.e., pyranometer) placed on any arbitrary surface 
as the sole input parameter. 

There are numerous input-limited alternatives for ETO estimation in 
the literature, ranging from empirical models (e.g., Hargreaves and 
Samani, 1985) to machine learning (ML) applications (e.g., Chen et al., 
2020). Almost all well-known empirical models were developed decades 
ago over restricted training data samples, sampling locations, and 
computational resources (Priestley and Taylor, 1972; Hargreaves and 
Samani, 1985). These methods tend to aggregate all un-measured inputs 
and uncertainties deterministically into one empirical coefficient, which 
might result in inaccurate results. Also, none of these methods rely only 
on solar radiation data. On the contrary, these methods need informa-
tion on air temperature and humidity. Since this information is a func-
tion of the surface, the empirical equations cannot relax the need for the 
reference grass surface. Similarly, ML alternatives available in the 
literature take air temperature and humidity as their inputs and are not 
primarily focused on bypassing the reference surface (Chen et al., 2020; 
Dong et al., 2022; Kushwaha et al., 2022). 

Our proposed approach uses decision tree- and neural network-based 
ML regression models to estimate daily ETO with hourly and daily RS 
data. The ML models employed in this study have shown superior per-
formance for similar regression problems based on the available litera-
ture and ML competitions (Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 
2020; Hancock and Khoshgoftaar, 2020; Zhangzhong et al., 2023). 
Contrary to the available ML methods for daily ETO forecasting, which 
use only daily meteorological inputs, this research leverages hourly RS 
inputs to take advantage of the information gained from this finer 
temporal resolution data. Another essential difference between SolarET 
and available ML-based alternatives for ETO estimation lies in its 
generalizability. Our test set consists of unseen weather stations to 
ensure SolarET’s generalizability and applicability to new arbitrary lo-
cations in California. In other words, we train our models on data 
collected from some stations/locations and then test them using a pre-
viously unseen dataset from new stations. 

We use California as the case study to evaluate the applicability of 
SolarET. California is one of the most hydrologically altered regions in 
the world (Zimmerman et al., 2018). California is also one of the most 
agriculturally productive regions on the planet, with heavy reliance on 
irrigation (Lobell and Bonfils, 2008; Tindula et al., 2013). Another 
reason California is a suitable case study for this research is the reliable, 
long-term data available from several weather stations in California 
(Ahmadi et al., 2023). 

To examine the performance of SolarET, we test it against 
Hargreaves-Samani (HS), Priestley-Taylor (PT), and Romanenko 

empirical models. HS and PT models are developed using California data 
and are widely used and highly trusted for ETO estimation (Tabari et al., 
2013). Leveraging high temporal resolution data, cutting-edge regres-
sion algorithms, and big training data availability, we hypothesize that 
SolarET can outperform empirical alternatives without requiring 
surface-dependent inputs. In other words, we hypothesize that SolarET 
can surpass comparable methods in terms of prediction accuracy, 
cost-effectiveness, and generalizability. 

2. Study area and dataset 

California was chosen as the case study of this research. It is one of 
the world’s most prominent agriculturally productive regions, heavily 
dependent on irrigation. According to the California Department of 
Water Resources (DWR), in an average year, approximately 9.6 million 
acres are irrigated with roughly 42 billion cubic meters of water. To 
assist irrigators in managing this immense water demand, DWR and the 
University of California, Davis (UC Davis) developed a program called 
the California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) in 1982. 
CIMIS consists of over 145 automated weather stations that measure 
meteorological inputs of the Penman-Monteith equation in a standard-
ized condition. Daily and hourly reports of ETO and its meteorological 
driving factors are publicly available on the CIMIS website (https:// 
cimis.water.ca.gov/). More information about the CIMIS program can 
be found on the CIMIS website. 

For this study, daily and hourly data on required variables from 131 
active CIMIS stations are acquired. While some of those stations are 
located in research facilities, most are installed on private lands (often 
growers) where proper maintenance (mainly grass and fetch re-
quirements) is a limiting factor. For this work, stations are chosen ac-
cording to their condition and maintenance records, and problematic 
stations (e.g., stations with poor maintenance, inadequate or infrequent 
irrigation, and non-grass reference surface) are eliminated to ensure the 
quality of the input data. The train set consists of 114 stations. The train 
set data is acquired from January 1, 1995, to December 31, 2022 (i.e., 28 
years of data). Although all the stations in the train set have data until 
the end of 2022 (i.e., they are active stations), their installation date 
varies, and some of them have been installed after 1995 and, therefore, 
have less than 28 years of data. 

CIMIS divides California into 18 homogeneous climatic zones with 
similar meteorological and evapotranspiration characteristics. To test 
the applicability of the proposed methodology in estimating ETO at 
climatically diverse and unseen arbitrary locations, 17 stations, each 
representing a climatic zone, were chosen as the test set. Zone 11 is 
eliminated, as it does not have any reliable station. Names and charac-
teristics of these climatic zones can be found in Table A1 in the appen-
dix. Readers are referred to Ahmadi et al. (2022) for more information 
about these zones. 

To evaluate the generalizability of the proposed ML models, they 
have never been exposed to the test set, even for validation purposes. All 
the results reported in this paper represent the models’ performance on 
this unseen test set. To eliminate biases due to data length and climatic 
variability in longer time spans (e.g., wet or dry periods), the test set 
consists of data from January 1, 2018, to December 31, 2022 (five years) 
for all stations. In total, 19,088,736 hourly data records have been used 
in this study, with 18,447,984 records used as the training set and the 
remaining 640,752 records employed as the test set. Fig. 1 shows the 
distribution of training and testing stations across California. The zoning 
of Fig. 1 refers to the ETO homogeneous zones. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Reference evapotranspiration 

The Penman-Monteith (P-M) equation is the gold standard for 
calculating ETO (Penman, 1948; Monteith, 1965). CIMIS calculates ETO 
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using the P-M equation version described in the American Society of 
Civil Engineering-Environmental Water Resources Institute paper (Allen 
et al., 2005). CIMIS does not use the daily meteorological variables and 
daily P-M equation to calculate daily ETO. It reports the summation of 24 
hourly ETO values from midnight to midnight as the daily ETO. Ahmadi 
et al. (2022) showed that the summation of hourly ETO values results in 
similar outputs as using the daily P-M equation. CIMIS uses Eq. 1 to 
calculate hourly ETO (Allen et al., 1998, 2005; Walter et al., 2000; 
Pereira et al., 2015). 

ETO =
Δ(Rn − G)

λ[Δ + γ(1 + Cdu2)]
+

γ 37
Ta+273u2(es − ea)

Δ + γ(1 + Cdu2)
(1)  

Where Cd (the ratio of bulk surface to aerodynamic resistance) is equal to 
0.24 and 0.96 during daytime and nighttime, respectively. 

ETO: standardized reference evapotranspiration (mm h− 1), which 
approximates grass ET 

Δ: the slope of saturation vapor pressure curve (kPa ◦C− 1) at mean air 
temperature (T) 

Rn: net radiation (MJ m− 2 h− 1) estimated from solar radiation and 
other input variables 

G: soil heat flux density (MJ m− 2 h− 1): G=0.1⋅Rn daytime and 
G=0.5⋅Rn nighttime 

γ: psychrometric constant (kPa◦C− 1) 
Ta: mean hourly air temperature (◦C) 
u2: mean hourly wind speed at 2 m height (m s− 1) 
es: saturation vapor pressure (kPa) at Ta 
ea: mean actual vapor pressure (kPa) from dew point temperature 

(◦C), or relative humidity (%) and temperature (◦C) 
λ: latent heat of vaporization (2.45 MJ kg− 1 for water temperature of 

20 ◦C) 
This equation’s first and second fractions are the radiation and 

aerodynamic terms of the P-M equation. This research uses the daily ETO 
value reported by CIMIS (i.e., the summation of hourly values) as the 
target value or predictand of ML models. 

3.2. Data preprocessing and feature selection 

To relax the need of reference surface to estimate ETO, this research 
uses only solar radiation data measured by a pyranometer as the input of 
ML models. This study uses hourly RS as input to leverage more detailed 
measurements and capture the variations in solar radiation during the 
day. Therefore, each sample consists of an input vector of size 24 and a 
target value, which is the daily ETO. 

To ensure the reliability of input data, all samples with zero RS values 
for daytime (i.e., from 8 AM to 5 PM) have been removed from the 
dataset. Therefore, of the 795,364 daily samples used in this study, 1224 
samples were eliminated. As only 69 of these eliminated samples are 
from the test set, we hypothesized that this process would not bias the 
distribution of samples in the test set and the study results. 

To ensure the robustness of ML models and improve their accuracy, 
three data preprocessing steps were taken: 1) eliminating records with 
null values: Null values are removed from the dataset to ensure accu-
racy, eliminate inconsistencies, and transform the data into a suitable 
format for inputting into the models. This filtering removed 6752 re-
cords from the training set of ML models and 4830 records from the test 
set. 2) Eliminating records with ETO values higher than 15 mm/day: we 
hypothesize these values are due to sensor errors or poor maintenance 
conditions. This filtering resulted in the elimination of 10 records from 
the training set. 3) Using robust scaler: While traditional scaling tech-
niques such as min-max scaling or standard scaling rely on the mean and 
standard deviation of the data, robust scaling uses different statistics 
that are less sensitive to outliers. Specifically, it leverages the median 
and interquartile range (IQR) to scale the input data. By reducing the 
potential impact of extreme values on the performance of ML models, 
robust scaling helps to mitigate the influence of outliers in the input 
variables. Eq. 2 shows how scaled data records are calculated using the 
robust scaling method: 

xscaled =
xi − xmedian

Q3 − Q1
(2)  

Where, as the names suggest, xi is the value before scaling, and xmedian is 
the median of the data distribution; xscaled is the value after scaling. Q3 
and Q1 are the 75th quantile and 25th quantile of the data distribution, 
respectively. 

Two strategies are employed for selecting the inputs of ML models. In 
the first strategy, all zero RS values (i.e., nighttime) have been 
substituted with the daily mean RS value. In this strategy, which is called 
"mean substitution," each input record for the ML models has 24 fea-
tures. To implicitly capture the daylight period, the mean daily RS is 
calculated as the sum of all hourly RS values divided by the number of 
non-zero RS values. This procedure differs from calculating daily RS, 
where 24 is the denominator. As the second strategy, we used feature 
selection methods to assign quantitative feature importance measures to 
each hour (i.e., each feature). In this strategy, only the most essential 
features are used as the input to train the models. To analyze the model 
performance under different feature selection strategies, we used 
correlation-based (Pearson and Spearman), information-based (Mutual 
Information), and intrinsic (CatBoost) feature selection strategies. 

To compare the use of hourly RS values against coarser temporal 
resolution inputs, we also tested using daily RS as input. In the case of 
daily Rs, we used a sine function of Julian date as the second feature to 
capture the seasonality. Using a sine function of the Julian date has 
merits over using the raw Julian date, as it can simulate the cyclic nature 
of input records (Eq. 3). 

JC = sin(
2π
365

J) (3)  

Where J is the Julian date and JC is the cyclic Julian date value used as 
the second feature along with daily RS for the daily ML models. 

Fig. 1. Location map of CIMIS stations used in this study. Black circles repre-
sent the training stations, and red pentagons depict the stations used as the test 
set. The values adjacent to the test stations are the number of the climatic zone 
they represent. 
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3.2.1. Pearson correlation 
The Pearson correlation coefficient or Pearson’s "r" measures the 

linear correlation between two data sets or two random variables. It is a 
normalized measure of covariance, and therefore, its value is always 
between − 1 and 1, while 1 shows the perfect positive linear correlation 
and − 1 indicates the perfect negative linear correlation. When there is 
no linear correlation between the two variables r equals zero. The 
Pearson correlation of two random variables X and Y (ρX,Y) is defined as: 

ρX,Y =
cov(X, Y)

σXσY
(4)  

Where cov(X,Y) is the covariance of two variables, and σX and σY are the 
standard deviations of X and Y, respectively. We used the Pandas library 
in Python to calculate the Pearson correlation. 

3.2.2. Spearman correlation 
Spearman’s rank correlation (rs) coefficient is a nonparametric 

(distribution-free) rank statistic that measures the strength of correla-
tion between the ranking of two variables (Hauke and Kossowski, 2011). 
Although the Spearman correlation between two variables X and Y is 
equal to the Pearson correlation between the rank values of those two 
variables, i.e., R(X) and R(Y), the Spearman correlation is not a measure 
of the linear relationship. Spearman’s coefficient assesses how well an 
arbitrary monotonic function (linear or not) can describe the relation-
ship between two variables. Eq. 5 shows how rs is calculated. Like the 
Pearson correlation, rs values are between − 1 and 1. We used the Pandas 
library in Python to calculate the Spearman correlation. 

rs = ρR(X),R(Y) =
cov(R(X),R(Y))

σR(X)σR(Y)
(5)  

3.2.3. Mutual information 
Mutual information (MI) measures how much information about a 

random variable we can acquire by knowing another random variable. 
MI is a non-negative dimensionless quantity with units of information 
(bits) that quantifies the dependency between two variables. MI mea-
sures the amount of information gain or uncertainty reduction about one 
variable given knowledge of another. MI is a non-negative measure 
between 0 and 1. It is equal to zero if and only if two random variables 
are strictly independent, and higher values mean higher dependency 
(Kraskov et al., 2004). 

In contrast to the Pearson correlation coefficient or other linear 
correlation measures, MI is also sensitive to dependencies that do not 
demonstrate themselves in covariance; therefore, it is more generaliz-
able and reliable for feature importance evaluation, especially in non- 
linear contexts like evapotranspiration equations. Detailed information 
about MI can be found in the references (Kozachenko et al., 1987; 
Kraskov et al., 2004; Ross, 2014). We used the Scikit-learn software li-
brary in Python to calculate MI. 

3.2.4. CatBoost feature importance 
The CatBoost regression model performs automatic feature impor-

tance analysis on the input data during training. After training the 
model, the relative importance of each input feature can be acquired. 
This measure shows how much, on average, the model prediction 
changes if the feature value changes. Higher feature importance values 
indicate more significant changes to the prediction if the feature value 
changes. CatBoost feature importance is a non-negative value. Feature 
importance values are normalized so that the sum of the importance 
values of all features is equal to 100. This normalization enables a 
relative assessment of the importance values across various features. 

For feature importance analysis, we chose the hyperparameters of 
the CatBoost model according to outperforming CatBoost models trained 
on similar datasets on Kaggle, with no further hyperparameter tuning. 
70% of the data was used to train the model, and 30% as the test set for 

model evaluation. More information about the CatBoost model is pro-
vided in the following sections. We used the catboost library in Python to 
calculate the CatBoost feature importance. 

3.3. Machine learning 

Five ML algorithms were chosen to test if only RS data can predict 
ETO over California. We selected highly used and well-known regression 
algorithms. These algorithms have demonstrated superior performance 
in literature and ML competitions with datasets similar to the one used 
in our study (Zhang et al., 2020). We also used an automatic hyper-
parameter tuning framework to optimize the hyperparameters of the 
CatBoost algorithm. We used this automatic hyperparameter optimiza-
tion only for CatBoost since CatBoost was the best model in our pilot 
model training, utilizing only a portion of input data. Also, according to 
the literature and ML competition results, CatBoost has demonstrated 
superiority in similar regression problems. Specifically, Zhang et al. 
(2020) showed that the CatBoost model is the most accurate compared 
to similar ML models for daily ETO estimation. 

3.3.1. CatBoost 
CatBoost is an open-source gradient-boosted decision tree with 

widespread applications for classification and regression tasks to many 
data types (Prokhorenkova et al., 2018; Dorogush et al., 2018). CatBoost 
aims to mitigate the challenges of overfitting and target leakage through 
its innovative techniques (Asghari et al., 2023). The algorithm in-
troduces two main innovations compared to other gradient-boosted 
decision trees: ordered target statistics and ordered boosting (Hancock 
and Khoshgoftaar, 2020). The term "ordered target statistics" refers to 
the technique CatBoost uses to encode categorical variables. "Ordered 
boosting" is a refinement of gradient boosting (Prokhorenkova et al., 
2018). Through this technique, a decision tree model is recursively 
trained on the prediction residuals of data points. This approach allows 
the model to obtain unshifted residuals by applying the current model to 
new training examples at each step, leading to reduced overfitting. 

The main difference between CatBoost and other gradient boosting 
algorithms like LightGBM and XGBoost is that CatBoost uses symmetric 
or balanced trees. In other words, in CatBoost, the splitting condition is 
consistent across all nodes at the same tree depth. Symmetric trees are 
faster to train and less prone to overfitting. Nevertheless, symmetric 
trees are weaker learners than asymmetric trees, and therefore, they 
generally make worse predictions. However, as the main idea of 
gradient boosting is to combine numerous weak learners to make pre-
dictions, the CatBoost algorithm tends to make more accurate pre-
dictions than LightGBM and XGBoost in several cases. Detailed 
information about the CatBoost algorithm can be found in Prokhor-
enkova et al. (2018). We used the CatBoost package in Python to develop 
the CatBoost model. 

We employed Optuna, a hyperparameter optimization framework for 
automatic hyperparameter tuning of the CatBoost model (Akiba et al., 
2019). Optuna allows users to dynamically construct the hyper-
parameter search space by offering a define-by-run API. Optuna has a 
user-friendly setup, and it provides efficient sampling and pruning al-
gorithms for customization. Detailed information about Optuna and its 
algorithm can be found in Akiba et al. (2019). 

We did not use the test set in automatic hyperparameter tuning to 
ensure our ML models’ generalizability and avoid data leakage in our 
study. Instead, we utilized a cross-validation set consisting of 16 stations 
from the training data, where each represents a distinct climatic zone. 
This cross-validation set mimics the unseen test set. With Optuna, we 
conducted 100 trials to optimize the CatBoost model hyperparameters. 

3.3.2. Deep neural network 
The feed-forward neural network is the ancestor of all deep learning 

architectures. Deep neural networks (DNNs) are well-known and well- 
studied architectures with innumerable applications as predictive 
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regression models and are commonplace in ET prediction and fore-
casting (Kumar et al., 2002; Kim and Kim, 2008). Although 
gradient-boosted algorithms, such as XGBoost, CatBoost, and LightGBM, 
are generally considered more suitable for tabular datasets (Shwartz-Ziv 
and Armon, 2022), such as the dataset used in our study, we also 
included a deep neural network (DNN) algorithm in our models to assess 
its performance relative to other methods. We used the TensorFlow li-
brary in Python to build our DNN model. Our model has three hidden 
layers with 16, 32, and 16 units, respectively. The activation function of 
input and hidden layers is the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). Mean 
Squared Error (MSE) is the loss function of the network. Ridge Regres-
sion (L2) and Lasso Regression (L1) are used as kernel and activity 
regularizers, respectively, with a regularization parameter of 0.01. The 
model uses Adam optimizer and is trained over 30 epochs with a batch 
size of 64. 

3.3.3. LightGBM 
LightGBM (Light Gradient Boosting Machine), originally proposed 

by Ke et al. (2017) and developed by Microsoft as a free and open-source 
framework, efficiently implements the gradient boosting algorithm and 
reduces memory usage. Gradient boosting is an ensemble method where 
ensembles are constructed from decision trees. Models are fit through a 
gradient descent optimization algorithm, where the loss gradient is 
minimized as the model is tuned (Brownlee, 2020). We used the 
LightGBM package in Python to develop the LightGBM model. We used a 
maximum of 30 tree leaves and a maximum of 7 tree depths for base 
learners. We used 2000 boosted trees to fit. More information about the 
LightGBM method can be found in Ke et al. (2017) and Al Daoud (2019). 

3.3.4. Random forest 
Random forest (RF) is a supervised learning algorithm used to solve 

classification and regression problems. RF is a bagging technique that 
trains many decision trees in parallel, and its results are based on an 
ensemble of the trained trees. When used as a regression model, RF 
returns the mean or average prediction of the individual trees as the 
model’s output. Detailed information about the RF algorithm can be 
found in the references (Ho, 1995; Breiman, 2001). We used the Sciki-
t-learn software library in Python to build the RF model. We used 1000 
trees in the forest, with a maximum depth of 9. 

3.3.5. XGBoost 
XGBoost (eXtreme Gradient Boosting) is an open-source gradient- 

boosting software library. XGBoost provides a parallel tree boosting 
(also known as gradient-boosted decision trees) that efficiently solves 
classification and regression problems. More information about the 
XGBoost model can be found in the references (Chen et al., 2015; Chen 
and Guestrin, 2016). We used the XGBoost library in Python to build the 
XGBoost model. We used 1000 trees in the ensemble, with minimum 
depth and maximum leaves of 7 and 9, respectively. The learning rate 
was set to 0.3. 

3.4. Empirical models 

We evaluated the performance of our input-limited data-driven 
approach against available input-limited alternatives for ETO estima-
tion. Three well-known and reliable methods were chosen for this aim: a 
radiation-based method (i.e., Priestley-Taylor), a temperature-based 
method (i.e., Hargreaves-Samani), and a mass transfer-based method 
(i.e., Romanenko). Although none of these methods eliminate the need 
for a standard reference surface and their meteorological inputs rely on 
the measurement conditions, the comparison between SolarET and the 
methods is beneficial as they are well-established, widely-used proced-
ures for ETO estimation. 

3.4.1. Priestley-Taylor 
As shown in Eq. 1, the P-M equation consists of a radiation term and 

an aerodynamic term, where the latter groups the elements that repre-
sent the surface-atmosphere interactions (Pereira, 2004). By analyzing 
data collected over various surfaces, Priestley and Taylor (1972) pro-
posed an empirical adjustment to the P-M equation (Mallick et al., 
2014). The Priestley-Taylor (PT) equation neglects the aerodynamic 
term and corrects the estimated ET by a dimensionless coefficient α (the 
Priestley-Taylor parameter). This coefficient accounts for the atmo-
spheric vapor pressure deficit and air and surface resistances to estimate 
the ET from a short, well-watered grass surface. Experimental results 
from several sites worldwide resulted in an average value of α=1.26. We 
use this value in this research. Pereira (2004) states that 1.26 is a good 
estimate for α in Davis, California. Eq. 6 depicts how the PT method 
calculates ETO: 

ETO = 1.26
Δ

Δ + γ
Rn − G

λ
(6)  

Where Δ is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve (kPa/℃), γ is 
the psychrometric constant (kPa/℃), λ is the latent heat of vaporization 
(2.45 MJ/kg), Rn is the net radiation ((MJ/m2)/day), and G is the soil 
heat flux ((MJ/m2)/day). The Δ over Δ+γ represents the fraction of 
diabatic energy (Rn - G) contributing to ET from the grass surface, and 
the adiabatic contribution to ET is approximately 26% of the diabatic 
contribution. The daily ground heat flux is assumed to be G=0. 

3.4.2. Hargreaves-Samani 
Hargreaves-Samani (HS) is an input-limited empirical equation to 

estimate ETO using air temperature and extraterrestrial radiation (Har-
greaves and Samani, 1985). This equation is based on the Hargreaves 
original equation, approximating solar radiation with extraterrestrial 
radiation and maximum minus minimum air temperature. Since the HS 
equation is developed with daily lysimeter data from Davis, California, it 
is well-suited for and highly used in California, which makes it a good 
benchmark for validating our approach. The HS equation is as follows: 

ETO = 0.0023 Ra(Tmean + 17.8)(Tmax − Tmin)
0.5 (7) 

Where ETO is reference evapotranspiration (mm/day), Ra is the 
extraterrestrial radiation (mm/day, for equivalent evaporated water 
depth), Tmean = (Tmax+Tmin

2 ), Tmax, and Tmin are the mean, maximum, and 
minimum daily air temperature (ºC), respectively. Since data from 
Davis, California, is used to calibrate the constant value of 0.0023, we 
use the same value in this research. 

3.4.3. Romanenko 
Romanenko equation is a mass transfer-based empirical equation 

that uses air temperature and relative humidity to estimate ETO. The 
mass transfer-based methods are essentially based on Dalton’s gas law 
and employ the concept of eddy transfer of water vapor from an evap-
orating surface to the atmosphere (Mehdizadeh et al., 2017). Roma-
nenko equation estimates daily ETO as follows: 

ETO = 0.00006
(
25 + Tavg

)2
(100 − RH) (8)  

Where RH is the relative humidity (%). 

3.5. Performance measures 

In this study, two deterministic performance measures are employed 
to investigate the accuracy of ETO estimation models: root mean square 
error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) (Moriasi et al., 2015): 

RMSE =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1
N

∑N

i=1
(Oi − Pi)

2

√
√
√
√ (9)  
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MAE =
1
N

∑N

i=1
(|Oi − Pi| ) (10) 

Where N is the number of samples, and Oi and Pi are observed and 
predicted ETO values at ith sample, respectively. Lower RMSE and MAE 
values indicate higher accuracies and better performance. Although 
both RMSE and MAE indicate average model prediction error in units of 
the variable of interest, they have fundamental differences. Since RMSE 
squares the errors before averaging them, it gives higher weights to large 
errors. Consequently, RMSE tends to penalize large errors more severely 
than MAE. According to Chai and Draxler (2014), each of these metrics 
has its own merits in explaining the model performance; therefore, in 
this research, we use them in tandem. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Data investigation 

Fig. 2 shows the number of data samples and the training data dis-
tribution for each climatic zone. This figure shows that zones 14, 6, and 
12 have the highest number of stations and input data samples in the 
training set. On the other hand, there is no data from zone 4 in the 
training set, as all the samples from this zone have been eliminated in 
the data preprocessing. However, zone 4 is present in the test set. This 
can further evaluate the generalizability of the presented methodology 
for ETO estimation in unseen locations in California. Zones 12 and 14 

cover a vast area of the Central Valley. The Central Valley is one of the 
most productive agricultural regions in the world, with ideal soil and 
climate for a variety of crops but limited water resources. With limited to 
no rainfall in the summer, the Central Valley’s agriculture relies on 
irrigation. About one-sixth of the US irrigated land lies in the Central 
Valley (Reilly et al., 2008). This heavy irrigation dependence explains 
this region’s high density of CIMIS stations. 

Fig. 2 suggests a relatively uniform distribution of solar radiation 
across California, with lower values in coastal zones (e.g., zones 1 and 2) 
and higher values in deserts (e.g., zones 17 and 18). The lower RS values 
on the coast can be attributed to dense fog. 

The ETO distribution in California reveals more variability across 
different zones. The most anomalous zones in terms of ETO distribution 
are coastal zones with very low ETO and desert zones with very high 
ETO. Also, the box plots of Fig. 2 illustrate a broader ETO distribution for 
desert zones. Being abnormal regarding RS and ETO distribution and 
having fewer input data, we hypothesize that our data-driven models 
struggle with accurate ETO prediction in coastal and desert zones. 

4.2. Feature selection 

The results of the feature selection methods are presented in Fig. 3, 
which suggests no sharp difference between the features’ importance, 
especially from Pearson and Spearman correlations. As expected, all 
feature selection methods find the hourly RS values from morning and 

Fig. 2. Number of samples, stations, and distribution of the training data for 
each climatic zone. 

Fig. 3. The most important features (i.e., solar radiation from different hours of 
the day) selected by each feature selection method and their correspond-
ing score. 
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around noon to be the most important features. Based on these results, 
we decided to use the six most essential features/hours as the input of 
the ML models. For example, the six most important hourly Rs values 
selected by the CatBoost feature importance method are 7, 8, 6, 9, 10, 
and 12, respectively (Fig. 3). 

It should be noted that both Pearson and MI methods result in hours 
8–13 of Rs as the six most important features, only with various orders. 
Therefore, the results for Pearson and MI methods are the same and 
combined hereafter. Because different methods suggest a uniform 
feature importance, we hypothesize that the mean substitution proced-
ure (i.e., using all hourly RS values) might be superior to using only 
selected features as input. 

4.3. Machine learning models 

The overall performance of the ML models and feature selection 
methods is depicted in Fig. 4 and Figure A1 in the appendix. As these 
figures show, CatBoost and RF have very similar performances in terms 
of prediction accuracy. It should be noted that while Optuna has auto-
matically optimized the CatBoost model’s hyperparameters, RF hyper-
parameters are set manually. This would suggest that automatic 
hyperparameter tuning for this type of regression problem does not 
guarantee higher accuracy, and a manual hyperparameter tuning 
strategy can result in equally accurate models. Also, most of the avail-
able automatic hyperparameter tuning frameworks, including Optuna, 
are specifically designed to optimize the hyperparameters of deep 
learning architectures, where the high dimensionality of the hyper-
parameter space interferes with manual hyperparameter tuning strate-
gies like grid or random search and might result in sub-efficient models 
(Akiba et al., 2019). 

Fig. 4 and A1 illustrate the overall superiority of using all the hourly 
RS values with the mean substitution method over selecting the most 
important hours. Among feature selection methods, ML models using 
CatBoost intrinsic feature importance and Spearman correlation 
perform better than MI and Pearson correlation. The quality and rele-
vance of the selected features can influence the performance of ML 
models. In our case, the difference in performance between the feature 
selection methods can be attributed to 1) the ability to handle non-linear 
relationships: ML models can effectively capture non-linear relation-
ships between features and the target variable. In this case, CatBoost’s 

intrinsic feature importance considers the inherent non-linear relation-
ship between the input and output of the model and selects features that 
have the highest impact on the model’s performance. 2) Robustness to 
outliers and noise: These observations can also be attributed to CatBoost 
intrinsic feature importance and Spearman correlation’s more effective 
robustness to outliers than Pearson correlation and Mutual Information 
correlation. Considering the rank-based correlation in Spearman’s cor-
relation or the model-specific feature importance in CatBoost, these 
methods may have selected more robust features that lead to better 
model performance. 

Using feature selection or mean substitution, the CatBoost model 
with the mean substitution method stands out as the most accurate 
hourly model. Additionally, the RF excels as the preferred choice be-
tween daily models. We compare these models as the best-performing 
frameworks with empirical ETO estimation models. 

Fig. 4 and A1 clearly show that the DNN model falls behind all 
ensemble decision tree-based algorithms (i.e., RF and gradient boosting- 
based frameworks). This finding agrees with previous studies where 
tree-based algorithms outperformed vanilla neural networks in predic-
tive regression problems (Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2015; Pham et al., 
2020; Jun, 2021). 

To better understand how SolarET performs in different climatic 
zones of California, we included one CIMIS station with around five 
years of data from each zone. These stations have not been used to train 
the model; therefore, SolarET’s performance in these locations can be 
claimed as its performance in any arbitrary location in those climatic 
zones. Fig. 5 and A2 depict the models’ accuracy for each zone in the test 
set. These results clearly show that the performance of various ML 
models and feature selection methods is similar in each climatic zone. In 
other words, we cannot claim that a specific combination of the ML 
model and feature selection technique is more suitable for a geograph-
ical location or particular climatic characteristics. All successful pre-
diction frameworks (i.e., ensemble decision tree-based algorithms) have 
lower accuracies in estimating ETO in coastal (zones 1 and 2) and desert 
(zones 17 and 18) areas (Fig. 5 and A2). 

From an ML perspective, three reasons might contribute to the lower 
accuracy of SolarET in the coastal and desert regions: 1) the low number 
of training data from these zones: Fig. 2 shows limited training data in 
these zones- leading to their insufficient representation of data patterns. 
Other zones also have low numbers of training samples but high pre-
dictive accuracy (e.g., zones 16, 13, and 10). Although, these zones are 
more similar to the majority of the training set in terms of ETO distri-
bution (Fig. 2). Therefore, we hypothesize that the first reason for the 
inferior performance of SolarET in the coast and desert data is the low 
number of training samples resembling the statistical characteristics of 
the data from these zones. 2) Higher level of outlier values in both 
training and test sets: As depicted in Fig. 6, there is a higher percentage 
of outlier values in stations 17 and 18 compared to other stations, which 
could impact the performance of the ML models in these specific zones. 
These outliers introduce noise and may not follow the patterns that the 
ML models have learned from the training data, leading to less accurate 
predictions. 3) Lack of relevant features: According to Fig. 7, we hy-
pothesize that one of the other reasons for less accurate predictions in 
zones 17 and 18 is the lower correlation between the daily RS and ETO in 
these regions. Various climatic variables, such as temperature, humidity, 
wind speed, and solar radiation influence ETO. In zones 17 and 18, 
hourly or daily solar radiation may not accurately capture all the 
required information to estimate ETO. All in all, it is worth mentioning 
that the combination of these reasons, rather than a single factor, may 
have led to inferior performance of the ML models in these zones. It is 
also expected that advection is a more considerable contribution to ETO 
in desert regions than in the Central Valley or along the coast, and the 
lack of information on temperature, humidity, and wind speed in the ML 
models should lead to more considerable errors in regions having large 
fluctuations in aerodynamic contributions to ETO (Berengena and Gav-
ilán, 2005). 

Fig. 4. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) values (mm/day) for machine learning 
models and feature selection methods over the whole testing set. 
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Other possible physical and climatological causes of this lower per-
formance are discussed in Section 4.4. 

4.4. Reference evapotranspiration prediction 

To evaluate our approach of using ML models with only pyranometer 
data for ETO estimation, we compared its performance against three 
empirical limited-input ETO estimation models. It should be noted that 
both approaches, ML and empirical models, were evaluated using the 
same test set but with different features. Fig. 8 and A3 depict the findings 
of this comparison over 17 climatic zones of the test set. In these figures, 
we displayed the results of only the best-performing data-driven models. 
In the case of hourly inputs, the CatBoost ML model with mean substi-
tution is the best, and in the case of daily inputs, the random forest 
model gives the highest accuracy (Fig. 4 and A1). 

As seen in Fig. 8 and A3, our hourly model generally works as well or 
even better than the most accurate empirical model (i.e., Priestley- 
Taylor). This is especially important as our model takes only solar ra-
diation data as input, while PT takes information from minimum and 
maximum air temperature and elevation in addition to net radiation. 
Also, our hourly and daily models clearly beat Hargreaves-Samani and 

Romanenko in terms of prediction accuracy. Our findings suggest that 
SolarET works very well unless there are extremely high or low contri-
butions of aerodynamics to the ETO (e.g., desert and coastal climates). 
This is not surprising, as SolarET can only mimic the radiation term of 
the P-M equation, as it takes no information about the aerodynamics 
term (Eq. 1). Still, Fig. 8 and A3 illustrate that SolarET works better than 
PT as a radiation-based ET estimation model in desert climates. The 
inferior performance of SolarET in comparison to PT in coastal regions 
might be due to the high humidity fluctuation in these regions due to 
variations in wind direction, e.g., from the land or from the ocean, which 
lead to significant variations in temperature and humidity. Moreover, 
the presence of intermittent clouds and fog in these regions might be 
another reason for the lower accuracy of our model as opposed to PT. 
The low accuracy of empirical models in desert climate might be due to 
two reasons: 1) these models are not calibrated for desert climate 
(Priestley and Taylor, 1972; Hargreaves and Samani, 1985; Tabari et al., 
2013); and 2) these models do not adequately account for heat advection 
in hot desert climates (Tolk et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2023). 

We hypothesize that another reason for the inferior performance of 
SolarET in deserts and coast is not accounting for aridity. This pattern is 
the same for PT and HS in desert regions. This goes along with not 

Fig. 5. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) values (mm/day) for machine learning models and feature selection methods over climatic zones of California.  
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considering the aerodynamics contribution to the daily ETO. We hy-
pothesize that adding information about vapor pressure can solve this 
problem. 

Fig. 9 analyzes the performance of SolarET against available 
empirical alternatives over the entire test set in terms of prediction ac-
curacy. RMSE and MAE measure the dissimilarity between input-limited 
alternatives and P-M equation prediction. We use these performance 
measures to assess which input-limited ETO estimation alternative can 
simulate the daily P-M equation more realistically. As Fig. 9 demon-
strates, our hourly and daily models beat all empirical alternatives in 
terms of similarity to the P-M daily ETO. Our hourly model is the winner 
of this comparison. Although the overall performance of the hourly 
model is close to the daily model according to Fig. 9, as Fig. 8 depicts, 
the hourly model results in identical or more accurate predictions for all 
climatic zones. Interestingly, the hourly model works much better than 
the daily model in coastal regions (zones 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 8). This 
finding suggests that the information gained from the higher temporal 
resolution input (i.e., hourly Rs) is beneficial in simulating climatically 
diverse samples and can boost generalizability. 

Fig. 9 shows that the PT equation, which is a radiation-based model, 
is the most accurate empirical ETO estimation model. The superiority of 
SolarET and the high accuracy of the PT model signifies the suitability of 
radiation data for input-limited ETO estimation in California. This 
finding agrees with Ahmadi et al. (2022) findings on the high correlation 
between radiation and ETO over California. Fig. 9 illustrates that HS and 

Fig. 6. Outlier percentage for each climatic zone of California in a) test set, and b) training set.  

Fig. 7. Spearman correlation between daily solar radiation (RS) and reference 
evapotranspiration (ETO) over climatic zones of California. 

Fig. 8. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) values for empirical models and 
SolarET over climatic zones of California. Fig. 9. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) values 

for empirical models and SolarET over the entire test set. 
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Romanenko models are the least realistic representations of P-M ETO 
over California. However, it should be noted that since we aim to 
compare not only the accuracy but also the generalizability of models, 
the HS model was not calibrated in this study. We hypothesize that 
calibrating HS will improve its accuracy in ETO estimation. 

Analyzing the errors of the ML and empirical models can provide 
valuable insights into their performance and help identify areas for 
improvement. In this vein, we divided the ETO distribution into distinct 
ranges and compared the best-performing ML model, CatBoost, using 
hourly Rs, with the PT empirical model. Fig. 10 illustrates the percentage 
of values within each specific ETO range where the value of 
|EToactual − ETopredicted |

EToactual 
exceeds 0.5. In this equation, EToactual Refers to P-M 

value and ETopredicted is what the model predicts. This figure indicates the 
more accurate predictions of CatBoost compared to PT across various 
ranges of ETO values. Overall, CatBoost maintains its superiority not 
only in the whole distribution of ETO over the entire test set but also in 
cases of low or high values of ETO. Moreover, as Figure A4 in the ap-
pendix shows, the distribution of SolarET error is similar to a Gaussian 
distribution with a mean value close to zero. This distribution suggests 
the error is random, not a systematic over- or under-estimation of ETO. It 
is also worth mentioning that SolarET accuracy is comparable to the 
best-performing ML-based ETO estimation models available in the 
literature, while it does not use surface-related inputs such as air tem-
perature (Chen et al., 2020). 

5. Summary and conclusion 

This paper develops a generalizable data-driven approach to esti-
mate ETO using only solar radiation data. Since solar radiation is the 
only driving force of ETO, whose measurement does not require a 
reference crop surface, the developed approach (i.e., SolarET) can cut 
the cost of land, irrigation, maintenance, and extra sensors while 
assisting irrigators and water managers with their farm-level and 
regional decisions. As incoming solar radiation is not a function of the 
surface, a simple pyranometer placed on any location can measure the 
inputs of SolarET. Using a test set from unseen arbitrary locations, we 

showed the generalizability of SolarET over California. Our findings 
reveal that SolarET beats the Hargraves-Samani and Romanenko models 
in terms of accuracy. SolarET works better than Priestley-Taylor, a well- 
known radiation-based ETO estimation method, without using any in-
formation about air temperature. Although SolarET works accurately in 
heavily irrigated regions of California and beats all empirical models in 
desert climates, it is less accurate in coastal regions. Future studies can 
include publicly available air temperature data as another input, along 
with measured solar radiation. Adding publicly available air tempera-
ture data can result in better performance in coastal and desert regions, 
where the contribution of the aerodynamics term of the Penman- 
Monteith equation is different from other inland regions of California. 
Moreover, developing models tailored to a specific region or climate 
might result in higher accuracies but at the cost of lower generaliz-
ability. The accuracy-generalizability trade-off of this data-driven 
approach is another area for future research. 
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Fig. 10. Percentage of values with |EToactual − ETopredicted |

EToactual
> 0.5 for a) CatBoost hourly model and b) Priestley-Taylor in each specific reference evapotranspiration 

(ETo) range. 
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Appendix  

Table A1 
Number, name, and characteristics of reference evapotranspiration zones according to the CIMIS website  

Zone # Name Characteristics  

1 Coastal plains heavy fog belt lowest ETO in California, characterized by dense fog  
2 Coastal mixed fog area less fog and higher ETO than zone 1  
3 Coastal valleys & plains & north coast mountains more sunlight than zone 2  
4 South coast inland plains & mountains north of San Francisco more sunlight and higher summer ETO than zone 3  
5 Northern inland valleys valleys north of San Francisco  
6 Upland central coast & Los Angeles basin higher elevation coastal areas  
7 Northeastern plains   
8 Inland San Francisco Bay area inland area near San Francisco with some marine influence  
9 South coast marine to desert transition inland area between marine & desert climates  
10 North central plateau & central coast range cool, high elevation areas with strong summer sunlight  
11 Central Sierra Nevada mountain valleys east of Sacramento with some influence from delta breeze in summer  
12 East side Sacramento-San Joaquin valley low winter & high summer ETO with slightly lower ETO than zone 14  
13 Northern Sierra Nevada northern Sierra Nevada Mountain valleys with less marine influence than zone 11  
14 Mid-central valley, southern Sierra Nevada, Tehachapi & high desert 

mountains 
high summer sunshine and wind in some locations  

15 Northern and southern San Joaquin valley slightly lower winter ETO due to fog and slightly higher summer ETO than zones 12 & 14  
16 Westside San Juaquin valley & mountains east & west of Imperial valley   
17 High desert valleys valleys in the high desert near Nevada and Arizona  
18 Imperial Valley, Death Valley & Palo Verde low desert areas with high sunlight & considerable heat advection 

Figure A1. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) values (mm/day) for machine learning models and feature selection methods over the whole testing set.  
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Figure A2. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) values (mm/day) for machine learning models and feature selection methods over climatic zones of California. 

Figure A3. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) values for empirical models and SolarET over climatic zones of California.  
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Figure A4. Distribution of error (the difference between predicted and observed ETO) for SolarET.  
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